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1 

1) Helping Verbs 

 

The concept of Helping Verbs or Being Verbs (i.e. is/am/are/was/were) will be 

explained with suitable examples (refer Grammar Magic Book, page 63 & 77) 

 

Grammar Magic book: Exercise-A & B of page no.61 to be done as CW. 

 

 

2,3 
Grammar Magic book: Exercise-A & B of page no.62 & 63 to be done as CW. 

 
Grammar Magic book: Exercise-C of page no.63 to be done as HW. 

 

 

4 

 

Grammar Magic book: Exercise-A & B of page no.77 to be done as CW. 

 
Grammar Magic book: Exercise- C of page no.78 

to be done as HW in book. (Write the appropriate helping verb in the space 

provided.) 

 

 

5 

 

2) Guided Paragraph 

 

The topic Guided Paragraph will be introduced with the help of the following 

explanation: 

 

What is a paragraph? 

 

A paragraph is a group of sentences with one main subject. A paragraph has an 

opening sentence, supporting sentence and a concluding sentence. 

 

 This will be followed by an elaborated explanation on the four important steps to 

be kept in mind while writing a paragraph. 

 

 

6 

Notebook Work 

 

The children will be encouraged to do the following notebook work in the 

class. 

 

Q1. Write a paragraph in about 40-50 words on the topic “Myself” using 



the following hints. 

 
(Hints: name, age, class, school’s name, parents’ name and profession, home 
address, likes/dislikes, hobby, favourite food/game/book/movie/etc.) 

 

My name is      . I am       years old. I study in    class 2. My school’s name is 

Delhi Public School Guwahati. My father’s name is      . He is a       . My mother’s 

name is         . She is a         . I stay in       . I love reading books. My favourite 

story book is      .  I also love to play. My favourite game is 

        . I love to eat   . My parents love me and I   love them too. All my teachers 

adore me as I am very obedient and sincere.  

 

 

7 

Notebook Work 

 

The children will be encouraged to do the following notebook work in the 

class. 

 

Q2. Write a paragraph in about 40-50 words on the topic “My Favourite 

Family Member” using the following hints. 

 
(Hints: name, appearance, likes/dislikes, hobby, favourite 
food/game/book/movie/etc. State why he/she is your favourite and what good 
things have 

you learned from him/her.) 

 

8 

Notebook Work 

 

The children will be encouraged to do the following notebook work on their 

own. 

 

Q. Write a paragraph in about 40-50 words on the topic “My Best 

Friend”. 

 
(Hints: name, age, height, appearance, likes/dislikes, hobby, favourite 
food/game/book/movie/etc. State 

why he/she is your best friend and what good things have you learned from 

him/her.) 

 

 


